
Recruiting 2020 

 

Over 1.5 billion people are now signed up to web enabled communities. 80% of 

people who go online are now active in at least one social network. 70% of 

companies now claim a presence on social networks and 90% of these say they 

are seeing tangible benefits as a result. Knowledge workers spend on average 

over 28 hours a week actively online of which one fifth is spent on a social 

network. 

In the UK, well over half of the population are on Facebook of which 24 million 

are on the site daily. Twitter has around 12 million users and LinkedIn has over 

11 million members. 

And the potential for growth is huge: of all content and communication 

consumed in the US, only 5% flows (for now) through social networks. 

 

The future of recruitment in a 
networked world 

Online communities are 
affecting all business sectors. 
Recruitment in particular is 
undergoing game-changing 

transformation. 

 

Matt Michelsen, the man behind 
Lada Gaga's online community, 

give us his views. 
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79% of job seekers now actively 
use social media to look for a new 

job whereas two thirds of 
companies use social media ‘little 

or not at all’ to market their job 
opportunities. 
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Social media vs job boards 

The impact of social networks on 

recruitment has been nothing short of 

radical. Firstly, social technologies 

have made recruiters more 

productive (between 20 and 25% more 

productive according to McKinsey) 

directly impacting the value chain, 

allowing them to work smarter. But 

more fundamentally, social networks 

make contact easier and therefore 

have a game changing impact in 

sectors like recruitment which are 

actually built upon their role as 

intermediators. 

As with traditional news media which 

has seen advertising value decimated 

(according to the Newspaper 

Association of America, classified ad 

revenues shrunk by 60% from $47.4b 

to $18.9b between 2005 and 2012), 

job boards have been muscled aside 

by the social networks. Aggregators 

like SimplyHired and Indeed give 

enormous visibility to job ads that 

can be entirely de-linked from 

traditional publications. This blows 

away any competitive advantage they 

might have gained from high page 

view ranking achieved through multi-

million dollar marketing campaigns. 

These campaigns are still central to 

most job boards’ marketing 

strategies. Look no further than 

Monster’s $4m spend on its 30 second 

slot at the last Superbowl. 

Reaction from the main job boards 

has been varied: some have moved 

towards opening their doors to offer 

themselves as recruiting platforms on 

an SaaS model, others have 

attempted to specialise by sector or 

by geography, using social networks 
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mainly as a marketing tool. Reaction 

has been at best pedestrian although 

not altogether surprising, coming as it 

does from a sector which has more ad 

sales and less new generation 

internet in its DNA. 

And the social network phenomenon 

has a lot more legs yet. 79% of job 

seekers now actively use social media 

to look for a new job whereas two 

thirds of companies use social media 

‘little or not at all’ to market their 

job opportunities. The number of 

firms which have made at least one 

hire directly through a social network 

is however multiplying. 

Chris Hoyt, an analyst who specializes 

in the sector quotes PepsiCo, who 

have increased their LinkedIn spend 

dramatically over the past three 

years, investing in adverts, a career 

page and LinkedIn’s Talent Finder 

technology. Those companies with a 

strong employer brand see LinkedIn 

as an extremely effective channel 

where sales of talent solutions 

increased by 90% last year and now 

account account for 53% of their 

global revenues. 

Advertising revenues generated by 

social networks will continue to grow 

for the foreseeable future and of 

course that will go a long way to 

dictating their development 

strategies, but thanks to their ever-

improving ability to profile their user 

base, they are far better placed to 

satisfy the candidate’s and the hiring 

company’s fundamental desire to 

network than any other media. 

Social networks will not be so much 

competitors, more the source of 

innovation in the sector, especially 
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To reach 50 million users, 
commercial TV took 13 years, ISPs 
took 3 years, Facebook 1 year and 

Twitter 9 months. 
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when it comes to the job boards. 

They are forcing the job boards to 

abandon a 100% pull model in favour 

of one which is more social 

(communication, intermediation..) 

and management (service provision). 

Evolve or die is the name of the 

game. 

 

Will Facebook conquer all? 

Facebook’s Social Jobs Partnership 

rocketed to 2.4 million job ads out of 

nowhere showing just how useful 

being the number one social network 

can be when it comes to product 

launch. Their challenge will be to 

promote a recruitment function to a 

public which uses the site for pretty 

much everything but. Only 27% of 

those companies who currently use 

LinkedIn for recruitment have flirted 

with Facebook.  

That said, Facebook’s size alone 

means that is a player: true only 22% 

of Facebook users are 45 years old or 

over, but out of a total of well over a 

billion users, that makes 244 million 

people. More than LinkedIn’s total 

225 million. 

LinkedIn has critical mass and also 

the functionality to further increase 

its influence in the recruitment 

sector. That will certainly happen as 

its global footprint spreads although 

the only real certainty is the lack of 

certainty in a sector which taught us 

the meaning of volatility. In 2011, 

73% of Fortune 500 companies were 

already active on Twitter and 80% of 

executives had carried out some form 

of multimedia activity to increase 

sales. New entrants attain global 
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status rapidly: Instagram increased its 

share of the social media pie by 

1,319% last year, Pinterest by 5,124%. 

New players are constantly knocking 

at the door. As James Murray, analyst 

at Experian explains: “Richer 

functionality, combined with 

decreasing barriers to entry will 

facilitate the arrival of new social 

media leaders in timescales that can 

be measured not in terms of weeks or 

months, but days”. 

These ever accelerating cycles of 

growth and obsolescence are pretty 

stark: to reach 50 million users, 

commercial TV took 13 years, ISPs 

took 3 years, Facebook 1 year and 

Twitter 9 months. 

This social media ecosystem is no 

static oligopoly. It’s a constantly 

evolving landscape of symbiotic 

organisms hosted in an environment 

which is ever more open and 

interconnected. 

For corporates, social will become 

the main battleground for 

productivity in the ‘white collar’ 

world, replacing email (which dates 

way back to the 90’s..) and offering 

tools which were built from day one 

with a philosophy of many-to-many in 

mind. Closed business social networks 

such as Yammer and Chatter will 

become standard issue in the 

corporate communications inventory.  

 

What does it mean for 

employers? 

In the corporate world, social media 

use is in its infancy: social media 

penetration stands at 70% but only 3% 
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In the corporate world, social 
media penetration stands at 70% 

but only 3% of companies can call 
themselves “fully networked”. 

Amongst SMEs only 31% had a 
social presence at all. 
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of companies call themselves “fully 

networked”. Amongst SMEs that 

figure is lower: in 2011 only 31% had 

a social presence at all. 

There are however signs that change 

is underway: take campus ‘milk 

round’ interviews: 95% of american 

companies had some form of program 

in 1999. This has dropped to 37% in 

2013. 

The connection between social 

networks and company operations has 

given rise to radical change. What 

can best be described as mission 

control centres are being set up in 

organisations as diverse as Dell, 

Gatorade and The Red Cross where 

data is monitored and analysed in 

real time. 

Corporate ethics and compliance will 

not go untouched either: Morgan 

Stanley and their 18,000 financial 

advisors managed their entry into the 

Twittersphere with a hugely complex 

set of rules and regulations. Not 

surprising given the compliance 

minefield in which they operate. The 

same goes for the pharma sector. A 

simple corporate Facebook page must 

be supported by a clearly defined 

policy in order to mitigate the legal 

and reputational risk that comes as 

part of the territory in a world where 

messages go global at lightning 

speed.  

The spread of social networks and the 

resulting impact on make or buy 

decisions in the talent acquisition 

function will give a wake-up call to 

employer branding. Employer 

branding has been lamely debated for 

years but has never really made it to 

the top table. As a result of cross-
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fertilization between various touch 

points with the public and the 

contamination between push and pull 

approaches, recruitment will become 

as a function  more marketing than 

personnel (look no further than GE’s 

presence on Pinterest). The effect on 

base skills required in the HR 

department - especially in those 

departments built upon personnel 

administration, industrial relations, 

RPO and HR ERPs - will come as quite 

a shock to the unprepared. 

Social networks will also bring about 

major organisational change in 

forcing the emphasis away from cv 

databases and towards “big data” 

available online. Systems designed to 

analyse and manage data must be 

ever more open to the outside world. 

A CRM will be redundant if it doesn’t 

fully connect to the social networks.  

One point which is underestimated by 

the corporate world, but certainly 

not by ‘generation Y’ workers, is 

authenticity. Social networks are 

great for reaching out to wider 

audiences and making direct 

connections - so long as those 

connections are for real. Strong 

networking communities will be built 

around brands and interests and not 

around hype or, worse still, blanket 

spamming of open jobs. Reputations 

may stand or fall on this point alone. 

 

Enabling technology 

Firstly, access technology will 

improve: mobile browsing will 

overtake desktop in 2014 which will 

force recruitment to change its online 

strategy, connecting people via apps 
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Consumerisation of technology will 
have profound effects on 

companies and their entire HR 
architecture. 
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and less via browsers. 

Already today, 80% of jobseekers are 

ready to carry out their search on a 

mobile versus only 13% of companies 

who have a mobile version of their HR 

site. ‘Responsive design’ technology 

is helping but uptake will bring its 

risks, flooding mobiles with volumes 

of data  they can’t cope with. 

Consumerisation of technology will 

also have profound effects on 

companies and their HR architecture: 

this ‘bottom up’ pressure will force 

change in connection capabilities of a 

company. Applicant tracking systems 

(ATS’) can no longer stay closed but 

will instead become the central pillar 

of an interface with a wide variety of 

plug and play functionalities. 

In order to master the world of 

talent, localisation, social landscapes 

and interest groups will all converge. 

Recruitment systems will need to be 

capable of analysing huge volumes of 

data in order to both attract and then 

select the right profiles. 

Those information systems that we’ve 

grown comfortable with will also 

change. Witness the way content is 

changing: 48 hours of video is 

uploaded onto YouTube every 

minute. In this context, traditional 

cv’s are heading for the history 

books. Already today, many 

jobseekers simply use a link to their 

social media profile instead of the old 

Word document.  A page of 

infographics neatly summarises 

professional experience instead of 

the old cover letter. 

There is also a trend towards 

shortening application times through 
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speed application apps.  More 

detailed selection comes at the next 

stage using innovative and diverse 

tools. Video will obviously play a 

starring role and we expect to see 

entirely new tools making an 

appearance such as social graphs, 

interest graphs and influence metrics 

such as the Klout score. We will 

inevitably see some level of distortion 

in the initial adoption phase of 

systems such as Klout, Kred or 

PeerIndex. Measuring levels of 

influence of any given candidate may 

well shift attention away from their 

core competences and more towards 

the size of their online persona. But 

it’s easy to imagine how these scores 

could be the deciding factor in a 

head-to-head between two similarly 

experienced candidates. 

Whatever happens, the growth in 

social platforms based on images, 

video and storytelling will at very 

least open up new opportunities for 

candidate/company interaction. 

Thanks to the viral potential of the 

image, Pinterest has signed up over 

12 million users in two years, 

illustrating the enormous potential of 

more immediate forms of social 

interaction. The effect on 

recruitment will be immense. 

 

Power to the candidate 

Hard though it may be to imagine in 

these times of double digit 

unemployment, the trends we are 

seeing will redress the imbalance in 

the relationship between employers 

and talent. The pendulum will swing 

back in favour of the candidate. The 

recruitment industry in particular will 
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The recruitment industry will have 
to re-evaluate the humanity of its 

dealings with candidates. 
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have to re-evaluate the humanity of 

its dealings with candidates. 

Attraction criteria (not just 

financial), the values inherent in the 

employer brand, the transparency of 

selection procedures, timely 

feedback, will all have a greater role 

to play. 

In this respect applicant tracking 

systems face an uphill battle. 

Recruitment will need to re-calibrate 

its ERP approach. Veracity and 

longevity of social relationships will 

hold sway in a model which in recent 

years has been based on a 

paternalistic ‘top down’ approach.  

Furthermore, we are already seeing a 

shift towards a project based 

mentality both from employers’ and 

knowledge workers’ perspectives. 

This trend will continue as the 

employment law landscape changes 

and specific skill shortages deepen. 

Short term contracts will become the 

norm and this will shift the focus of 

the recruitment function to one of 

creating and maintaining talent 

pipelines. The winners will be those 

recruiters who can either take an 

international view towards talent or 

have an extremely compelling and 

successful candidate loyalty 

proposition due to service level and 

specialisation. The days of choosing 

an agency based on lowest price 

alone are numbered.  

New candidate/job matching 

techniques will emerge based on a 

passive recruitment model; providers 

such as Slip, which alerts candidates 

only to employment opportunities 

which match their skill-set and social 

graph. 
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Niche social networks will also 

appear, built around specific common 

interests and these will improve the 

focus of the social relationship 

compared to the noise of the one-

size-fits-all  of social networks 1.0. 

 

The age of globalisation 

Large corporates already take an 

integrated global approach to 

international recruitment, but 

globalisation will impact all 

companies, especially those forward 

looking ones who will benefit from 

opening their doors to international 

talent. For those companies, 

identifying a partner who can engage 

with HQ, but can operate cross-

border by understanding the 

complexities of individual national 

talent markets will be fundamental. 

Those recruitment networks who 

purport to be global purely by 

collecting behind one umbrella brand 

will be exposed as employers 

progressively lose patience with 

arbitrary cross-border account 

management, process and pricing. 

The need will grow, even amongst the 

smallest multinationals and in many 

cases amongst domestic companies 

who want to fish in the global talent 

pool, to standardise their own 

recruitment processes, to roll out 

uniform recruitment policies and to 

bring back recruiting power to the 

centre by signing global partnership 

deals with talent pipeline providers 

who understand the dynamics of 

different national talent markets.  

At the same time, global talent 

demographics will evolve. For 
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Globalisation will impact not just 
the large corporations and will 

especially benefit those forward 
looking companies who open their 

doors to international talent. 
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example Asia Pacific economies will 

cool down and mature and will start 

to export competences to the West in 

a reversal of a trend that has lasted 

decades. Global competition for 

talent will intensify and employers 

will increasingly be facing market 

supply operating at full employment 

in growing sections of the knowledge 

working population. 

 

New non-conventional 

approaches 

“My Marriott Hotel” is the hotel 

group’s first venture into recruitment 

gamification. Similar to Farmville and 

Cityville, candidates are tested via a 

series of role-playing activities typical 

of a ‘day in the life’ in hospitality. 

Their aim is to register 50,000 

millennials (those born in or around 

Y2K) and who may be tracked and 

prodded into recruitment programs in 

the coming years. 

Gartner reckons that around 70% of 

the world’s top 2,000 companies will 

embrace and roll out recruitment 

gamification policies. 

 

The recruitment players of 2020 

Black box style recruitment; the, 

‘leave it to me and I’ll bring you a 

shortlist in a couple of months’ 

approach is living its last days. The 

recruitment industry will continue the 

process of unbundling the various 

activities in its value chain. Services 

such as research, selection, 

assessment, background checking and 

on-boarding will be sold separately by 

specialist providers. These services 
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may then be aggregated by a long-

term main contractor who will be 

selected against service level and not 

price alone.  

In this new functional specialist 

scenario, global price and service 

leaders will emerge for each step in 

the process. 

Procurement departments will need 

to up their game in terms of 

understanding true global cost of 

recruitment to include the cost of 

holding open vacant roles and 

reputational damage inflicted through 

a recruitment job badly done. 

Social networks will stay close to this 

process: a fundamental part of their 

revenue model is linked to the 

provision of value added services and 

recruitment is one of the more 

important of these. But social 

networks’ other revenue streams 

have strong ties to recruitment. 

Specifically advertising, e-commerce 

and information services. McKinsey 

estimates an additional $85b in 

recruitment revenues based on social 

technologies. It isn’t easy to guess 

who will be the main beneficiaries, 

but one thing is certain: the 

competitive landscape is going to go 

through one almighty shake-up. 

What is clear today is that revenue 

models are being adopted in a non-

uniform fashion by the big social 

networks, a sure sign that the sector 

is still in an experimental mode. 

LinkedIn and Xing are the only ones 

who have declared a clear strategy in 

recruiting compared to other revenue 

streams such as advertising and 

marketing analysis which are pretty 

much covered by them all. 
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Potential additional recruitment 
revenues linked to social 

technologies stand at $85 billion.  
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As we attempt to predict how the 

recruitment sector will evolve, it 

makes sense to look at those areas 

where social networks are affecting 

business in general and then 

understand how those changes may 

impact the recruitment sector. These 

can be summarised as follows: 

• social networks allow whole 

business processes to work online, 

for example crowdsourcing. Some 

examples of crowdsourcing 

already exist in the recruitment 

sector; 

• management communities can be 

far better understood by using 

advanced, systematic monitoring; 

• the impact of a recruitment 

‘advert’ can be far greater as they 

can be pushed out to a larger, 

more relevant readership; 

employer brand can be boosted in 

much the same way; 

• sales and marketing processes will 

need to be re-engineered; 

• as will relationship management 

with candidates and clients; 

• the use of collaborative 

approaches and technologies to 

match tasks and competences; 

• the use of social technologies to 

improve communication and 

collaboration in business 

processes. 

It has been estimated that 98% of the 

economic benefit derived by 

professional services (of which 

recruitment is one) from social 

networks, will come from 

collaboration. Collaboration is a big 

word but in this context, we mean 

referrals, forwarding, ‘Liking’, 
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testimonials from affinity groups etc. 

Collaboration will be the key word 

when it comes to the evolution of the 

recruitment sector in the social 

context. 

In the light of these changes, certain 

dogma are sure to disappear. 

Amongst these, supply segmentation 

will no longer make sense. The 

quality top executive search firms 

will be confined to the management 

of the most complex transactions 

which will be executed by centrally 

run supranational specialist practices. 

The rest - which for too long has been 

a mediocre clone of executive search 

or a weak attempt at up-selling by 

the staffing companies - will be 

completely remodeled as a result 

service unbundling. 

The traditional recruitment market 

will also downsize where only the 

most arduous, specialist and 

international recruitment assignments 

will go to the recruitment firms 

whilst in-house recruiters will see 

their star rising combining referrals 

and social technologies to fill the 

simpler roles. In executive search, 

the number of searches is sure to 

decline leaving the total value of the 

market stable at around $9b. 

Companies such as GE, Coca-Cola, 

Pfizer, Nike and Microsoft are already 

recruiting heavily, often hiring 

straight out of executive search and 

causing a drop of 7-9% employed in 

the sector. 

On the other hand we will see a 

broadening out of the offering 

through the arrival of specialist 

players in each single recruitment 

phase. The net effect for the global 
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As service unbundling progresses, 
global price and service leaders 
will emerge for each step in the 

recruitment process. 
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market will be positive. 

Projecting forward, in the networked 

company of the near future, (those 

that are networked both technically 

and behaviorally), it will no longer 

make sense to talk of ‘recruitment’. 

Recruitment is a term most congruous 

with the military, stuck in a vision of 

an activity that can be defined in 

terms of a simple workflow process. 

As a term it will seem ever less 

relevant in a world where skills, both 

individual and aggregated through 

social networks, will be the main 

driver on how work is organised. 

Examples of where this is already 

happening are in the areas of 

crowdsourcing and social lending 

where some online giants are driving 

innovation through acquisition in the 

app space.  

These are proven cases - and there 

will be many more - where the 

individual is gaining the upper hand 

over the corporates through the 

aggregating effect of the social 

network. 

 

Rod Bailey, Alessandro Tosi 
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The professional 
‘connector’ 

In Silicon Valley, where the 
war for talent gets dirty, 
the lines between 
recruitment and showbiz get 
blurred  

Matt Michelsen, is founder of Palo 

Alto based The Backplane, specialist 

social network creator for 

international brands and celebrities 

like Nike, Coca-Cola, Nelson Mandela 

and Lady Gaga (who’s Little Monster 

network is now one million strong). 

Previously Matt was a hedge fund 

manager. He has backed several 

successful internet start-ups  and 

launched the UNX trading platform 

which he sold to Goldman Sachs. 

Backplane is one of the emerging 

players in the social media landscape 

and is itself backed by SV Angel, 

Google Ventures, Founder’s Fund, 

Tomorrow Ventures, Lerer Ventures 

and Menlo Ventures. 

Matt talks to ExecutiveSurf: 

When digital start-ups recruit, what 

sort of challenges do they face? 

Competition for hiring the best 

technicians is at an all-time high. 

Smart engineers have to choose 

between high paying jobs at Apple, 

Facebook and Google, working at one 

of hundreds of young startups or for 

you. The best way to appeal to young 

talent is to have an amazing mission 

and product that can change the way 

millions of people engage. Smart 

people want to solve the toughest 

problems and be part of something 

special. 

Why do you think recruitment 

(which if you think about it, is a 

naturally social activity) is playing 
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such a passive role in the shaping 

the way social social networks 

evolve? Is it because it’s so stuck in 

its ‘black box’ mentality?  

Recruitment companies are missing a 

trick. Recruitment is increasingly as 

important as activation of a start-up 

overall. Everyone is good at 

something. If you have employees 

that are great recruiters they should 

spend some part of their day 

connecting and calling potential 

hires. Others will be amazing at 

blogging about key engineer 

challenges. Others will want to 

attend job fairs. For a startup to win 

everyone has to be a part-time 

recruiter. It's a question of engaging 

with talent constantly if not 

necessarily hiring. It’s something not 

many recruiters seem to get. 

How relevant is it to have an 

international footprint (people on 

the ground globally) in today's social 

environment? 

All major services are international 

from day one. It used to be that 

services would need to gain traction 

in one location and then have a 
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marketing strategy to expand, but 

the world is now already integrated. 

If you have something cool, everyone 

will find it quickly and engage. The 

best startups rapidly develop support 

for this international interest.  

Which innovations are the ones to 

watch in the social area vis-a-vis 

talent? 

LinkedIn has increasingly become a 

mainstream tool. Top engineers will 

check their LinkedIn messages now 

where they didn't 3 years ago. New 

platforms like Angelist also draw a lot 

of attention, but the best way to gain 

mindshare is to write blog posts 

which get voted up on HackerNews. 

HackerNews is the NY Times of 

engineering, everyone checks it 

before work. 

 

“Engage” is the order 
of the day in an 

interconnected world - 
this is most true when 

it comes to hooking 
potential candidates 
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Global Talent Gateway ExecutiveSurf was one of the first recruitment companies to exploit the 

potential of the emerging web technologies in the sector. Since 2000 they 

have been disrupting traditional executive search practices, starting out 

through the creative use of early job sites, then vertical search aggregators 

and now social media. Operational worldwide, working with over 250 active 

clients in 50 countries and 28 languages, ExecutiveSurf integrates the most 

relevant digital functionalities into its processes on a continuous basis. 

 

 

 


